
A new, National Campaign for Education?

ALASDAIR SMITH argues for a new initiative

The sheer scale and pace of Gove’s cuts and privatisation agenda are sending shock waves through the 
system. 

Some local authorities are dismantling their provision and embracing the role of ‘commissioners’ of 
education to oversee the market. Many others are frightened. The increasingly political use of the 
OFSTED inspection regime is accentuating the toxic climate in schools. 
Some believe embracing Coalition reforms or collaborating is the answer. Others believe a ‘dented 
shield’ of limited acceptance of certain academy chains could be helpful. 

In some places even academy heads are in revolt. Jeremy Rowe head of the Sir John Leman School (an 
academy) in Beccles, Suffolk have turned sharply on Gove's free school policy. The logic of the market 
in education means free schools can set up in direct competition to existing schools threatening their 
viability even if they are academies! 

The Beccles story is revealing because it suggests that there is the potential for a new coalition of 
forces opposed to Gove’s policies that is wider than the traditional anti-academies alliance. 

The Anti Academies Alliance has won has plaudits for fighting the academies programme at a local 
level, with occasional successes such as at Stoke Newington School in Hackney. But it hasn’t been able 
to halt the academies juggernaut. It has also attracted friendly criticism for its ‘anti’ stance. Whilst, 
I believe it was necessary to adopt this approach in the circumstances that prevailed at its inception, 
there is clearly a new situation that requires new approaches.

One approach would be to develop a new National Campaign for Education. 

The changing context

Privatisation is not the only feature of the current situation. Severe cuts to education budgets are in 
the pipeline. Between now and 2015, the Treasury expects 15% reduction in budgets. The last time we 
faced cuts of this scale in the 1990’s, campaign groups such as ‘FACE’ – Fighting Against Cuts in 
Education – emerged. 

If we go further back and look at the 1963 National Campaign for Education it combined issues of 
funding with other issues – at the time this was about the need for a re-organisation of education 
along ‘comprehensive’ lines to rid the system of the unfairness of selection at 11 and the grammar/
secondary modern divide.

So there is some historical resonance. But there are also notes of dissonance. In the late 1950’s and 
60’s the educational right wing were horrified at the move to progressive comprehensive education. 
They were marginalised at the time. But they pulled together around a series of articles and ideas that 
became known as the Black Papers. Today many of their ideas are government policy. In this respect 
we have something to learn from the Black Papers. The ideas of comprehensive, progressive and 
democratic education have been systematically denigrated in the last two decades. We need to rebuild 
and popularise these ideas. 

This requires new stronger alliances and new approaches. It needs to retain it is focus on campaigning 
at school, local, regional and national level with meetings, briefings, conferences. 



Interestingly a prototype of this approach emerged recently in Lincolnshire after anti-academies 
campaigning raised wider questions.  Some 160 people – parents, teachers, governors and heads met 
under the banner of ‘What’s the future for education in Lincolnshire?’. 

In Haringey, North London parents and staff have come together to plan a Haringey Schools 
Conference on 21stApril. This suggests that the sort of mass mobilisations that were the hallmark of 
the 1963 NCE are a distinct possibility. As the budget cuts bite, there will be resistance. A new 
National Campaign for Education can help organise this.

Any new campaign has to take very seriously the need for a research and publications strategy. It 
needs to synthesise and harness the breadth of research evidence from here and around the world 
into creating a coherent and consistent argument for comprehensive, progressive and democratic state 
education. 

Creating sufficient social weight to develop new, hegemonic arguments in education is no mean feat, 
especially given the huge resources available to the likes of the New School Network and the Schools 
Network (formerly known as the SSAT or Specialist Schools and Academies Trust). 

That’s why the work of Fred Jarvis and the NUT in creating the 1963 NCE is so inspirational. With 
relatively meagre resources, the 1963 NCE grew into a national campaign holding meetings of hundreds 
in most towns across the country, culminating with a rally of 5000 in the Royal Albert Hall. It became 
a major player in education debate, forcing politicians of all shades to address its arguments. 

Such a mass movement for educational reform should be the central aim of any new NCE. It will 
require patience and determination, just as creating the AAA did. It is worth remembering that the 
movement for ‘comprehensive’ education developed gradually through the 1950’s and 1960’s and faced 
sustained hostility from the right. It is not an easy road.

Nevertheless, there are good reasons for optimism. First, the neo-liberal education project will come 
off the rails at some point. Its wild-eyed claims of social justice and its fake school improvement 
‘silver bullets’ will not solve any of the fundamental problems of English/UK education. 

In these circumstances it will not be enough to say ‘we told you so’. Too many hopes, too many futures 
will depend on sorting out the mess.  The memory of progressive ideas and the continuous refreshing 
these ideas with new examples such as Finland and Ontario will be needed. 

This is not the place to define the mechanisms through which a new NCE could be built. It is, as has 
already been indicated, a long and arduous process. What is needed is a clear intent and commitment 
to move in this direction. The NUT has long played a dual role of providing top quality trade union 
support for its members whilst also engaging in wider educational and professional debates. So it fits 
perfectly with the traditions of the NUT. Obviously the 1963 campaign cannot be crudely replicated. 
It needs careful thought and new approaches for different times.

But one thing is certain – the matter is pressing. There is an unholy alliance of corporate business and 
the Coalition education policy, cutely illustrated in Gove's relationship with Murdoch. Policy is 
formulated and enacted in the interests of big business. There is a feeding frenzy of fat cat venture 
capitalists and new start up sharks.The AAA will be targeting this lot in the coming months. We plan to 
protest at the annual academies business jamboree - this year packaged as the 'Academies Show' on 
16th May at Olympia in West London. 

Unless we act now, on a much larger scale, this Coalition rabble of Eton boys, spin doctors and 
corporate mountebanks will destroy the state education system before anyone even thinks about the 



next election.

I am almost tired of repeating the point, famously made by the 2007 McKinsey Report,but much 
better made by the likes of John Hattie and Dylan Wiliam: "the quality of education system cannot 
exceed the quality of its teachers". It is time teachers grasped the nettle, and asserted their moral 
authority over the future direction of the education system. 

We can lead and unite parents and other stakeholders in this endeavour. We need a new National 
Campaign for Education. We need a wave of local, regional and national action to get Gove and halt the 
neoliberal assault.


